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Abstract: In this report we introduce modal specications, a new object dedicated tospecify some branching-time properties for systems. Modal specications are a useful tool forstudying Petri net synthesis although this aspect is not presented here. The main purpose ofthis report is to establish the equivalence between a syntactic fragment of the Mu-calculus,namely the conjunctive Nu-calculus and modal specications. We give the algorithm forconstructing a conjunctive Nu-calculus sentence equivalent to a modal specication and theconverse. We also study the structure of the set of models of a modal specication.Key-words: Mu-calculus, rational languages, specication
(Resume : tsvp)* INRIA Rennes, projet S4
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique Institut National de Recherche en Informatique
(UMR 6074) Université de Rennes 1 – Insa de Rennes et en Automatique – unité de recherche de Rennes
Specications modales : un fragment syntaxique duMu-calculResume : Ce document introduit un nouvel objet dedie a la specication, pour un sys-teme, de proprietes du temps arborescent : les specications modales. Les specicationsmodales sont un outil utilise pour l'etude de la synthese de reseaux de Petri ; cet as-pect n'etant toutefois pas aborde ici. Le principal objectif de ce rapport est d'etablirl'equivalence d'expressivite entre un fragment syntaxique du Mu-calcul (le Nu-calcul con-jonctif) et les specications modales. Nous donnons l'algorithme permettant la construc-tion d'une specication modale equivalente a une sentence du Mu-calcul et reciproquement.Nous etudions egalement la structure formee par l'ensemble des modeles d'une specicationmodale.Mots cles : Mu-calcul, langages rationnels, specication
Modal specications 31 IntroductionBranching time logics are a powerful tool for specifying system properties; they are widelyused in the areas of verication and control. Most of these logics are subsumed by theMu-calculus which is a x-point-based branching time logic. In our work, we consider Mu-calculus as a basis in order to look at decidable logical fragment for Petri net synthesis.As a consequence, we dene a syntactic fragment of the Mu-calculus, called the conjunc-tive modal Nu-calculus, which is well-suited for studying decidability bounds for Petri netsynthesis. However, the conjunctive modal Nu-calculus leads to complex proofs in the eldof Petri nets. Since we want a more language-based approach to branching-time propertiesthat can be expressed using this logic, we introduce modal specications. Since these spec-ication are designed as tuple of rational languages, it is easier to establish links betweenPetri net synthesis for rational languages and Petri net synthesis for modal specicationsthan for conjunctive modal Nu-calculus. In this report, we prove that conjunctive modalNu-calculus and modal specications have the same expressive power and that we can switchbetween both without loss of generality. We also prove that the set of models of a modalspecication is a lattice with nite models as extrema.The report is organized as follows: rst, in section II, we dene the modal Mu-calculus fromwhich we extract the conjunctive modal Nu-calculus as a syntactic fragment; then, in sectionIII, we present modal specications and we prove that the set of models is a lattice; andnally section IV is dedicated to the proof of the equivalence between modal specicationsand modal Nu-Calculus.1.1 Some denitionsLet  = fa1; : : : ang be a nite alphabet. We consider the languages over , with L;R : : :as typical elements and with the usual notations: L, L:a with a 2 , etc. The empty wordis noted 1. When u and v are two elements of , u:v designate the concatenation of u andv and u = fuk j k 2 Ng where uk is the concatenation of k times the word u.Denition 1.1. Let L be a language, we say that L is prex-closed if and only if 1 2 L andfor all word a1: : : : :am 2 L we have a1: : : : :am 1 2 L. The prex-closure of a language L isthe least prex-closed language which is a superset of L. We note L=w = fv 2  jw:v 2 Lgthe set of suxes of w in L.Let us remark that the empty language is not prex-closed by denition, we will have totreat it separately when needed; in particular, for a prex-closed language L, the languageL=w is either prex-closed -if w 2 L- or empty. In the following, L always denotes a prex-closed language.
PI n1729
4 Guillaume Feuillade2 Modal mu-calculus and conjunctive modal nu-calculusIn this section we give the denition of modal mu-calculus formulas and of a syntacticfragment of the modal mu-calculus - the conjunctive nu-calculus -. We also provide aninterpretation of formulas over prex-closed languages instead of the one over processesgiven for example in [AN01]. These two interpretations are the same with the conventionthat a language denotes the set of states of a process which can be reach by following thetransition sequence of each word of the language. However, the language presentation givenhere brings more readable proofs.2.1 mu-calculus over prex-closed languagesWe give the denition of modal mu-calculus formulas and an interpretation over prex-closedformulas. Let V ar = fX;X1; X2; : : : g be a set of variables.Denition 2.1. (Syntax of the Mu-calculus)The set of modal mu-calculus formulas is noted L and is dened by the following grammar:(L 3) 1; 2 ::= true jX j <a> 1 j :1 j1 _ 2 jX:1(X)where a 2  and with the requirement that all variable X is under the scope of an evennumber of negation symbols : in 1(X) for all formula X:1(X) -in order to ensure theexistence of xed-points-.We note false; [a]1; 1^2;!a; 6!a and X:1(X) the respective formulas :true;: <a> (:1);:(:1 _ :2); <a> true; [a]false and :X::1(:X).We say that the X-variable is free in  if it is not under the scope of any :X or :Xoperator. The set of free variables in  is noted var(). A formula  without any freevariable is called a sentence.We dene an interpretation of modal mu-calculus formulas over prex-closed languagesover the alphabet . The interpretation of a mu-calculus formula over a prex-closed lan-guage L is the set of words of L satisfying the formula according to a given interpretationval over the free variables of the formula; this set is not necessarily prex-closed.Denition 2.2. (Semantic of L over prex-closed languages)the interpretation over a prex-closed language L   of a sentence  2 L according to avaluation val : V ar ! L is the set [[  ]][val]L  L which is inductively dened by:[[ true ]][val]L = L[[X ]][val]L = val(X)[[ : ]][val]L = L n [[  ]][val]L[[ 1 _ 2 ]][val]L = [[ 1 ]][val]L [ [[ 2 ]][val]L[[<a> 1 ]][val]L = fw 2 L j w:a 2 [[ 1 ]][val]L g[[ X:1(X) ]][val]L = TfV  L j [[ 1 ]][val(V=X)]L  V g Irisa
Modal specications 5where the valuation val(V=X) : V ar ! P(L) is given by val(V=X)(X 0) = V (X 0) for allvariable X 0 2 V ar such that X 0 6= X and val(V=X)(X) = V .The interpretation [[X:(X) ]][val]L (resp. [[ X:(X) ]][val]L ) is the least xed-point (resp.greatest xed-point) of the function V 7! [[  ]][val(V=X)]L . The semantic of mu-calculussentences does not depend on the valuation; in this case, we note [[ ]]L the interpretation of according to any valuation. We say that \the language L satises the sentence " -L j= for short- if and only if 1 2 [[  ]]L.2.2 Conjunctive nu-calculusWe extract a syntactic fragment of L. This fragment will be our basis for a new language-based representation which is the main purpose of this report.Denition 2.3. (Conjunctive modal Nu-calculus)The set of nu-calculus formulas is noted L and is the fragment of L dened by the followingrestriction of the grammar of L with a 2 :(L 3) 1; 2 ::= true jX j !a j [a]1 j 6!a j1 ^ 2 j X:1(X)The interpretation of a formula  2 L over a prex-closed language L   accordingto a valuation val : V ar ! L is given by the semantic of the same formula in L; that is :[[ true ]][val]L = L[[X ]][val]L = val(X)[[!a  ]][val]L = fw 2 L j w:a 2 Lg[[ 6!a ]][val]L = fw 2 L j w:a =2 Lg[[ [a] ]][val]L = fw 2 L j w:a 2 [[  ]][val]L g [ fw 2 L j w:a =2 Lg[[ 1 ^ 2 ]][val]L = [[ 1 ]][val]L \ [[ 2 ]][val]L[[ X:(X) ]][val]L = SfV  L j [[  ]][val(V=X)]L  V gThe operator <a>  of L can be expressed by [a]^ !a in L . However, the followingoperators cannot be expressed in L : 1_2, X:(X), false. The disjunctive operator _is now only implicitly present in the operator [a] which could be expressed by <a> _ 6!ain L.3 Modal specications and its modelsIn this section, we propose a new mean for specifying a set of models, namely modal spec-ications. We show in the next section that modal specications are strictly equivalentto conjunctive nu-calculus sentences. However, the st goal of modal specications is toPI n1729
6 Guillaume Feuilladeease the analysis of the set of models of a sentence of L , while the second goal, which isnot presented in this report, is to permit the extraction of a structural fragment for whichunlabeled Petri net synthesis is decidable.3.1 DenitionsDenition 3.1. (Modal specication)A modal specication is a tuple S = hfCaga2; Ii where, for all a 2 , Ca is a rationallanguage of words that must enable an action a and I is the rational language of forbiddenwords. The completion operator associated to S, noted CS is the application CS : P()!P() dened by : CS(L) = Sa2(L \ Ca):a.A modal specication denes a set of models which are prex-closed languages. Wedene the semantic of a modal specication as a set of models in the following way:mod(S) = fL   jCS(L)  L ^ L \ I = ;gFrom this denition, we say that S is satisable if mod(S) 6= ; and that L satises S ifL 2 mod(S). The models of S are then the languages satisfying the following two conditions: for each word w of L in Ca, w:a must be a word of L, no word of L may be in I .Remark that the models of a modal specication may not be rational languages. However,as modal specications are designed to be equivalent to a fragment of the mu-calculus, theyinherit the nite model property as we will show latter and then, when mod(S) is nonempty,S has a rational model.3.1.1 Graphical representationIn order to be able to give visual examples, we dene a graphical representation of modalspecications: modal automata. These automata put together all the components of modalspecication. A modal automaton is an automaton without nal states where each arc iseither a plain line or a dotted line.Let  = fa; b; cg. We note L(q) the language of the automaton with q as a nal stateand where each transition is considered as a normal transition i.e replacing the dotted linesby plain lines to get an usual automaton. In gure 1 L(q1) = (ab+) and L(q2) = (ab+)a. a continuous arc issuing a state q and labeled by a means that the transition a mustbe performed by the system from state q a dotted arc issuing a state q and labeled by a means that the transition a is allowedto the system from state q
Irisa
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cations 7
q1 q2
b
b a aFigure 1: a modal automaton no a-labeled arc issuing a state q means that the transition a is forbidden from thisstateThese three informal rules can be reformulated in terms of modal specication. LetS = hfCaga2; Ii be the modal specication associated with the automaton, the three rulesbecomes : a continuous arc issuing a state q and labeled by a stands for L(q)  Ca a dotted arc issuing a state q and labeled by a stands only for the structure no a-labeled arc issuing a state q stands for L(q):a 2 IExample 3.2. The automaton of the gure 1 represent the modal specication S = hfCaga2; Iiwith Ca = ;, Cb = (ab)a, Cc = ; and I = :c.3.1.2 Coherency and S-closureWe say that a specication S = hfCaga2; Ii is coherent if 'S is satisable' implies I \CS() = ;. For a satisable modal specication, being coherent corresponds to requiringthat from every word w, no action a is both imposed by S (w 2 Ca) and forbidden by S(w:a 2 I).Lemma 3.3. Every modal specication is equivalent model-wise to a coherent modal speci-cation.Proof. From a satisable modal specication S = hfCaga2; Ii, we construct the modalspecication S0 = hfC 0aga2; Ii such that for all a 2 , C 0a = Ca n fw 2  jw:a 2 Ig. Byconstruction I\CS() = ;, hence S0 is coherent. It is obvious that mod(S) = mod(S0).From this point we consider only coherent modal specications. Suppose a language Lveries L\ I = ; but not CS(L)  L, it is often possible to \complete" L in order to obtaina model of S.
PI n1729
8 Guillaume FeuilladeDenition 3.4. (S-closure)The S-closure of a prex-closed language L, noted L"S, is the least language L0 such thatL  L0 and L0 2 mod(S).Lemma 3.5. The S-closure of a rational language is rationalProof. We show this property by building a nite automaton recognizing the S-closure of agiven prex-closed rational language L:1. build the automaton A recognizing L [Sa2 Ca:a,2. remove from A all the non-terminal states. This gives a new automaton A0 recognizingthe greatest prex-closed language included in L [Sa2 Ca:a,3. return L(A).Since L is prex-closed, then L  L(A0) and obviously L"S L(A0); moreover if L"S( L(A0)then, since L"S and L(A0) are prex-closed, there exist w 2 L"S and a 2  such thatw:a 2 L(A0) and w:a =2 L"S , thus w 2 Ca, which contradict L"S2 mod(S) .The following lemma gives another denition to the S-closure equivalent to the previousone.Lemma 3.6. The S-closure of a prex-closed language L is the least solution of the equationR = L [ CS(R).Proof. By denition L"S2 mod(S), then CS(L"S)  L"S. Since L  L"S , we get L[CS(L"S)  L"S. From L"S being the least language we get the equality L"S= L [ CS(L"S).Example 3.7. Let S be the modal specication of gure 1, let L = (a). The S-closure ofL is L"S= (a [ a:b).3.2 Set of models of a modal specicationWe show in this part how to construct the two trivial models of a satisable modal speci-cation and that the set of models of a modal specication forms a lattice which extrema arethese two trivial models.We x S = hfCaga2; Ii a coherent modal specication. We note LS? for f1g"S and LS>for  n I:.Lemma 3.8. These four propositions are equivalent :1. S is satisable2. LS? 2 mod(S)3. LS? \ I = ; Irisa
Modal specications 94. LS> 2 mod(S)Proof. Since 2) 1, 4) 1 et 2) 3 are trivial, we show 3) 2, 1) 4 and 4) 3. 3 ) 2 : by lemma 3.6 we get LS? = f1g [ CS(LS?), then CS(LS?)  LS? and byhypothesis LS? \ I = ;, thus LS? 2 mod(S) ; 1 ) 4 : S is coherent, meaning CS() \ I = ; holds, and CS(LS>)  CS(), thenCS(LS>)  LS> and LS> \ I = ;, nally LS> 2 mod(S) ; 4 ) 3 : LS> [ CS(LS>) = LS> then LS?  f1g [ CS(LS>)  LS> and LS> \ I = ;; we getLS? \ I = ;.From this lemma, we retrieve the equivalent of the nite model property of L: if S issatisable then it has a rational model (LS? is rational by lemma 3.5 and LS> is rational bydenition). In the case of modal specication, these rational models are, by construction,the extrema of the models of S ordered by inclusion : LS> is the greatest model and LS? isthe least one.Theorem 3.9. If S is satisable then (mod(S);) is a distributive complete lattice.Proof. By denition of mod(S).Example 3.10. Let S be the modal specication of gure 2. Some of the models of S aredepicted in gure 3; the boxes represent the models and the arrows between boxes representthe language inclusion relation. Clearly L> = L7 and L? = L1. There exists an innitenumber of models between L2 and L4 as between L3 and L5 or L4 and L7. The model L6shows that L4 [ L5 6= L7.
a
a
a
b
bFigure 2: The modal specication S3.3 A compositional approach to modal specicationsWe now give a compositional approach for modal specications. We show that each modalspecication can be expressed as a composition of simple modal specications with a set ofoperators. Then in the following section, we use this expression in order to prove the modelequivalence with L . First we give the operators.PI n1729
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Figure 3: Some elements of the lattice of models of S3.3.1 Atomic specications and operatorsDenition 3.11. Let S1 = hfC1aga2; I1i and S2 = hfC2aga2; I2i The intersection of two specications S1 = hfC1aga2; I1i and S2 = hfC2aga2; I2i, isthe specication S1 \ S2 = hfC1a [ C2aga2; I1 [ I2gi. The prexing of a specication S1 by a language R   is the specication R:S1 =hfR:Caga2; R:Ii.The intersection of two specication corresponds to the `and`: a language is model of theintersection if and only if it is model of the two specications.Lemma 3.12. Let S1 and S2 be two modal specications, mod(S1 \ S2) = mod(S1) \mod(S2).Proof. For all L 2 mod(S1\S2), we have CS1\S2(L)  L and CS1\S2(L) = CS1(L)[CS2(L),thus CS1(L)  L and CS2(L)  L. Moreover (I1[I2)\L = ;, then I1\L = I2\L = ;, thusL 2 mod(S1)\mod(S2). Reciprocally, L 2 mod(S1)\mod(S2) implies CS1(L)[CS2(L)  Land I1 \ L = I2 \ L = ;; nally L 2 mod(S1 \ S2).The prexing of a specication S by a language R is the specication which is satis-ed exactly by the languages for which each sux language of a word in R satises thespecication S.
Irisa
Modal specications 11Lemma 3.13. For all L  ,L 2 mod(R:S), 8w 2 R;L=w = ; or L=w 2 mod(S)where L=w is the set of suxes of w in L.Proof. For this proof, the fact that L \ v: = v:L=v then L \ v:L0 = v:(L=v \ L0) and alsow:L1  L2 ) L1  L2=w is used several times without mentioning it.)) Let L 2 mod(R:S), by the construction of R:S:CR:S(L) = [a2(L \ R:Ca):a = [a2 [w2R(L \ w:Ca):a = [a2 [w2Rw:(L=w \ Ca):aSince CR:S(L)  L, for all w 2 R and for all a 2 , w:(L=w \ Ca):a  L, then Cs(L=w) L=w. Similarly, since L \ R:I = ;, we get for all w 2 R, L \ w:I = ; and then L=w \ I = ;.Finally L=w = ; or L=w 2 mod(S).() We show rst that for all a 2 , (L\R:Ca):a  L. Let v 2 L\R:Ca, there exist w 2 Rand u 2 Ca such that v = wu. Then u 2 L=w \ Ca with L=w 6= ;. By hypothesis, L=w 2mod(S), then (L=w \Ca):a  L=w and in particular u:a 2 L=w. We deduce v:a = w:u:a 2 L.We show now that L \ R:I = ;: for all w 2 R, if L=w = ; then L \ w:I = ;; otherwiseL=w 2 mod(S) then L \ w:I = ;; nally L \R:I = ;.Denition 3.14. We dene the following set of atomic specications:Strue = hf;ga2; ;i,S6!b = hf;ga2; fbgi andS!b = hfCaga2; ;i, with Ca = ; for a 6= b and Cb = f1g.The sets of models of the atomic specications are then obtained by denition and are:mod(Strue) = fL 2 gmod(S 6!b) = fL   j b =2 Lgmod(S!b) = fL   j b 2 Lg3.3.2 Compositional approachTheorem 3.15. Each modal specication can be expressed as a composition of atomic oneswith the union and the language-prexing operatorsProof. Let S = hfCaga2; Ii be a modal specication, for a in  we dene the set Ia =fu 2  ju:a 2 Ig. Let S0 = hfC 0aga2; I 0i be the specication dened byS0 = [a2Ca:S!a [ [a2 Ia:S 6!aBy denition 3.11 and 3.14, it is obvious that S = S0.PI n1729
12 Guillaume Feuillade4 Conjunctive modal nu-calculus and modal specica-tions are equivalentThis section is dedicated to the proof of the following theorem:Theorem 4.1. For all set E of prex-closed languages, E is the set of models of a sentence of L if and only if there exists a modal specication S such that E = mod(S).In order to prove this theorem, we introduce the notion of variable paths:Denition 4.2. (variable paths)Let  be a formula of L , we dene an application P : var() ! P(), by induction overthe structure of :for all X 2 var(),  2 ftrue;!a; 6!ag, then P(X) = ;,  = Y and Y 6= X , then P(X) = ;,  = X , then P(X) = f1g,  = [a], then P(X) = a:P(X),  = 1 ^ 2, then P(X) = P1(X) [ P2(X),  = Y:(Y ), then P(X) = P(Y ):P(X).The language P(X) is the set of variable paths of X in .Example 4.3. Some examples of variable-paths: if  = [a]X, then P(X) = fag, if  = [a][b]X ^ [c]X, then P(X) = (a:b+ c), if  = Y:([a][b]Y ^ [c]X), then P(X) = (a:b):cThe variable paths of X are the words that 'lead' to an occurrence of X in the formula:when w 2 [[  ]][val]L , P(X) is the set of words v such that w:v 2 [[ X ]][val]L or equivalentlyw:v 2 val(X)  L.4.1 From a sentence to a specicationWe show here how to construct a modal specication S from a sentence  of L suchthat mod(S) is the set of models of . This is a constructive proof for the implication oftheorem 4.1: E is the set of models of a sentence of L implies the existence of S such thatmod(S) = E.This proof is achieved by induction over the sentence . Consequently, we need to prove itIrisa
Modal specications 13for all formula of L . Since modal specications are not designed to deal with valuations,we introduce the following hypothesis, related to a valuation val, a formula , a language Land a word w of L : 8X 2 var(); w:P (X) \ L  val(X) (1)The hypothesis (1) states that the words of L that coincide with words of a variablepath, say for a variable X , must be in val(X).Denition 4.4. (Modal specication associated to a formula of L)We dene the modal specication S associated to the formula  2 L inductively over thestructure of  :  2 ftrue;!a; 6!ag, S is given by denition 3.14,  = X , S = Strue,  = [a], S = a:S,  = 1 ^ 2, S = S1 \ S2 ,  = Y:(Y ), S = P(Y ):S.Example 4.5. Let  = [a]X:([b]X^ !a ^ 6!c), the modal specication associated to  is(a:b):(S!a \ S 6!c) i.e the specication S = hfCaga2; Ii with:Ca = (a:b); Cb = ;; Cc = ;; I = (a:b)Proposition 4.6. Let  2 L , val be a valuation, L be a prex-closed language and w be aword of L. w 2 [[  ]][val]L , L=w 2 mod(S) and hypothesis (1) is veriedThe rst implication of theorem 4.1 appears as a corollary of proposition 4.6:Corollary 4.7. (of proposition 4.6)For every sentence  of L , S and  have the same set of modelsLet  2 L , val be a valuation, L be a prex-closed language and w be a word of L. Toprove proposition 4.6, we prove these 3 following lemmas:Lemma 4.8. w 2 [[  ]][val]L ) hypothesis (1)Lemma 4.9. w 2 [[  ]][val]L ) L=w 2 mod(S)PI n1729
14 Guillaume FeuilladeLemma 4.10. L=w 2 mod(S) and hypothesis (1)) w 2 [[  ]][var]LProof. (of lemma 4.8)Let w 2 [[  ]][val]L . The proof is by induction over the structure of :  2 ftrue;!a; 6!ag, var() = ;,  = X , var() = fXg, then PX (X) = f1g and w 2 [[ X ]][val]L , thus w 2 val(X) )w:f1g  valX  = [a], var() = var() and P(X) = a:P(X), then w:P(X)\L = w:a:P(X)\L.Since w:a 2 [[  ]][val]L , by induction hypothesis, w:P(X) \ L  val(X),  = 1 ^ 2, then w:P(X) \L = (w:P1 (X) \ L) [ (w:P1(X) \ L) and by inductionhypothesis, (w:P1(X) \ L) [ (w:P1 (X) \ L) 2 val(X),  = Y:(Y ), we show by induction on n that:w:P(Y )n:P(X) \ L  val(X)When using induction hypothesis, we precise whether they concern the induction overn or over .Let note V = [[ ]][val]L ; we have that w 2 [[ ]][val]L is equivalent to w 2 [[(Y ) ]][val(V=Y )]L .{ For n = 0, by induction hypothesis over , w:P(X) \ L  val(X){ For n+ 1, w:P(Y )n+1:P(X) \ L = w:P(Y ):P(Y )n:P(X) \ L; by inductionhypothesis over , w 2 [[ (Y ) ]][val(V=Y )]L then w:P(Y ) \ L  V and then for allv 2 w:P(Y )\L, v 2 V ; by induction hypothesis over n, we get v:P(Y )n:P(X)\L  val(X) and nally w:P(Y ):P(Y )n:P(X) \ L  val(X)Proof. (of lemma 4.9)The proof is by induction over the structure of :  2 ftrue;!a; 6!a; Xg, by denition 3.14, L=w 2 mod(S),  = [a], S = a:S, if a 2 L=w then w:a 2 [[  ]][val]L ; by induction hypothesis,L=w:a 2 mod(S). By lemma 3.13, we get L=w 2 mod(S).  = 1^2, by lemma 3.12 we get mod(S) = mod(S1)\mod(S2); then by inductionhypothesis, L=w 2 mod(S).  = X:(X). Let V = [[  ]][val]L , we have V = [[ (X) ]]val(V=X)L . We show for all nand for all v 2 (P(X)(X))n, w:v 2 L) L=w:v 2 mod(S) by induction over n. Irisa
Modal specications 15{ For n = 0, w 2 [[ (X) ]]val(V=X)L and by induction hypothesis over , L=w 2mod(S).{ For n + 1, w 2 V and since v = u:u0 with u 2 P(X)(X), by lemma 4.8 we have(u0 2 L=w:u) ) L=w:u:u0 2 val(X) = V . It follows by induction hypothesis overn, since u0 2 (P(X)(X))n, that L=w:u:u0 2 mod(S).Finally, for all v 2 (P(X)(X)), w:v 2 L ) L=w:v 2 mod(S). We apply lemma 3.13to get L=w 2 mod(S).Proof. (of lemma 4.10)The proof is by induction over :  2 ftrue;!a; 6!a Xg, by denition 3.14, w 2 [[  ]][var]L ,  = [a], S = a:S, if a 2 L=w then lemma 3.13 ensure L=w:a 2 mod (S) and thenby induction hypothesis, w:a 2 [[  ]][val]L . We have then in both cases w 2 [[  ]][val]L ,  = 1 ^ 2, S = S1 [ S2 , by lemma 3.12 we get L=w 2 mod(S1) \mod(S2), andby denition 4.2 and by hypothesis (1), for all v 2 P(X), v 2 P1(X) [ P2(X). Wecan now apply induction hypothesis for 1 and 2 to get w 2 [[  ]][val]L ,  = X:(X), we show that (L \ w:P(X)) is a post x-point:(L \ w:P(X))  [[  ]][var(X=(L\w:P(X))]LFor all v 2 (L=w \ P(X)):1. w 2 mod(S)) w:v 2 mod(S) (lemma 3.13),2. For all Y 2 var() (Y 6= X), w:P(Y )\L  val(Y ) and P(Y ) = (P(X))P(Y )implies w:v:P(Y ) \ L  val(Y )3. For X, v 2 (L=w \ P(X)) impliesw:v:P(X) \ L  val(X=(L\ w:P(X)))The items 2) and 3) gives us hypothesis (1) which together with 1) allows to applythe induction hypothesis in order to obtain w:v 2 [[  ]][var(X=(L\w:P(X))]L . We haveproved that (L \ w:P(X)) is a post-xed-point and w 2 (L \ w:P(X)); we nallyget w 2 [[  ]][val]L .Now the proof of proposition 4.6 is immediate:PI n1729
16 Guillaume FeuilladeProof. (of proposition 4.6))) is given by lemma 4.10() is given by lemmas 4.8 and 4.9.4.2 From a specication to a sentenceWe show here how to construct a formula S of L from a modal specication S such thatthe set of models of S is equal to mod(S). This is a constructive proof for the secondimplication of theorem 4.1. The idea is to express S with atomic specications according totheorem 3.15 and to construct S step by step such that SS and S are equal component-wiseand then model-wise.Lemma 4.11. For all rational language R   it is possible to construct a formulaR(X) 2 L such that for all sentence  of L , SR(=X) = R:S.Proof. Since R is a rational language, it can be expressed as a regular expression over . Inorder to proceed inductively, we give a well-chosen grammar generating regular languagesf1g j a:R1 j R1 [R2 j R1where a 2 . We construct inductively R(X) and we prove at each step that for all  2 L ,SR(=X) = R:S and PR(X)(X) = R: R = f1g: let R(X) = X , we trivially have SR(=X) = R:S and PR(X)(X) = R, R = a:R1: let R(X) = [a]R1(X), from denition 4.4 we have SR(=X) = R:S, andfrom denition 4.2 we have PR(X)(X) = R, R = R1 [R2: let R(X) = R1(X)^R2 (X), from denition 4.4 we have SR(=X) =R:S , and from denition 4.2 we have PR(X)(X) = R, R = R1: let R(X) = Y:R1(X=Y )^X . Since by induction hypothesis PSR1 (Y=X) =R1:S, we have by denition 4.4 that S(=X) = R1:S = R:S. It follows immediatelyfrom denition 4.2 that PR(X)(X) = R.Lemma 4.12. For all modal specication S, it is possible to construct a sentence S of Lsuch that S and S have the same sets of models.Proof. From theorem 3.15, we have a decomposition of S from which we construct a formulaS such that SS = S, the only nontrivial operator being the language-prexing one whichis given by lemma 4.11.Example 4.13. Let S be the modal specication of gure 2, the decomposition of S is:S = S 6!b [ a:(a:(b:a):S!b \ b:(a:b):S!a)then the equivalent sentence is:S =6!b ^ !a ^[a]( [a]X:( [b][a]X^ !b ) ^ [b]Y:( [a][b]X^ !a ) ) Irisa
Modal specications 174.2.1 L and modal specications are equivalentAt this point, we can translate a sentence of L into a modal specication and reciprocally,which is enough to prove the main theorem:Proof. (of theorem 4.1)If E is the set of models of a sentence , then by corollary 4.7, E 2 mod(S). Reciprocally, ifE = mod(S) then by lemma 4.12, there exist S such that E is the set of models of S .A consequence of this proof is that, when considering modal specications, the propertieswe can prove are immediately the same for L ; this is the case for the lattice structure ofmodels stated in theorem 3.9.4.3 conclusionModal specications form a language based approach to the syntactic fragment L of L.They also provide an easy way to extract more structural fragments requiring some re-stricting properties for their components. In our future work, we introduce a hierarchicalpartition of the set of modal specications based on their structural properties. We studythe decidability of unlabeled Petri nets synthesis from modal specications regarding thishierarchy, giving an upper bound and a lower bound for the decidability of the synthesisproblem.References[AN01] A. Arnold and D. Niwinski. Rudiments of mu-calculus. North-Holland, 2001.
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